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Bombastic Bali is a smashing holiday getaway enshrouded with mystery and enigma that
eclectically assail the senses! Known for varied temptations like eternally enchanting attractions,
divulging ocean, sun-drenched beaches and panoramic landscapes, Bali truly is a tropical paradise
inundated with attractions galore. No wonder, airline tickets to Bali is such a hot commodity in the
world tourism circuit. Here are some of islandâ€™s most popular attractions â€“ ones responsible for
pushing enquiries about tickets to Bali.

Kuta

Known as Baliâ€™s favourite sunset site, Kuta is a hot tourist spot remarkably popular among
youngsters, honeymooners and solo-travellers alike. No wonder, the resort shows up on the
itineraries of most of the travellers buying air tickets to Indonesia. An apt launch pad for venturous
surfing, Kuta strip offers glassy waves and amazing rips. Besides most popular surfing beach in
Bali, this exotically beautiful landscape is dotted with numerous tourist trappings like restaurants,
shops, and discotheques. Without exaggeration, a trip to this mesmerising destination is worth all
the scuffles one goes through when buying cheap air tickets to Bali.

Ubud

Located atop hills, Ubud offers authentic Balinese experience! Be it bamly weather, infinite
sightseeing gems, variety of museums and art galleries, Ubud has it all and much more. No wonder,
the destination tops the itineraries of many holidaymakers buying air tickets to Indonesia. One can
spend days, even months in Ubud meandering through rice paddies, exploring attractions,
savouring local delicacies, visiting temples, exploring historical sights, watching Balinese dance
performances and relaxing with traditional massages and spa treatments. Known as the culture
capital of Bali, the delightful town of Ubud is an apt respite from plains heat and cityâ€™s mayhem! 

Pura Besakih

The Mother Temple, Pura Besakih is one of the oldest and biggest temples in Bali and an
overwhelming hotspot for avid temple visitors buying tickets to Bali! Over a thousand years old, the
temple features temples of Hindu Trinity shrines of Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva amongst a host of
other different temples that belong to various gods. The temples dazzles at its very best with the
entire premise beautifully embellished and decorated during festive occasions.

Nusa Dua

Nusa Dua is one destination that promises all the lavishness needed for a perfect vacation! One of
the most popular tourist resorts of Bukit Peninsula, Nusa Dua is certainly an â€˜all-inclusiveâ€™ type of
tourist destination. From sun-kissed beaches to ingenious art galleries and the Museum Pasifika,
Nusa Dua is definitely not to be missed when buying airline tickets to Bali.. With such rewarding
attractions, Nusa Dua is certainly the biggest charm that compels tourists from all across the globe
to plan vacations truly Balinese style!

Tanah Lot

The Tanah Lot is one of the most famous of Baliâ€™s sea temples that lures religious aficionados to
plan holidays to Bali. Perched atop a huge lump of rock protruding into the restless sea, the Tanah
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Lot is a fascinating destination that certainly spellbinds the senses! Touted to be built in the 16th
century, the temple remains stunning at all times offering a rare visual.
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